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Maximilian Fabigan

Native Speaker
Near Native

Qualifications and Hobbies

Basic Skills
office@
maxfabigan.at
0699/1154 3225

Driving

Running

Weightlifting

Repairs

Photography

Console Games

Vacuum Cleaning

EHZ See X/1
A-2291 Lassee

Cooking

InDesign

After Effects

Multi-page brochures,
flip-book in combination with
After Effects, live captions,
Color management for print.

I enjoy setting objects
in motion. I know how
to use keyframes and
have work flow experience in connecting AE
to PS or AI projects.

Word
Setup of business
letters so they
remain editable for
the customer but the
layout remains.

Illustrator

Lightroom

Creation of full graphical concepts, file preparation for workflow into cross-program projects,
setup and streamlining of statistics and infographics, global
colors, compiling, adapting and
creating the icons, automations,
typographic corrections.

Optimization and exporting
of photos, setup of
keyword databases. Not a
professional photographer,
but thoroughly enjoy it
(Canon 70D, zoom, macro
and prime lenses available)

Dreamweaver
Rearranging of templates, adapting classes,
implementations of
Favicons/Icons/Tiles.
Skill level of my
portfolio-page

Premiere

Photoshop
Lossless editing, basic
retouching, standard
automate actions, masking and cropping, adapting mockups.

Standard effects, basic
editing, subtitles. Preferably rhythmic editing. little
experience in color grading, since most material I
work with is lossy H.264
encoded (Canon 70D).

Reaper
Mixing and editing of music to
a pre-allocated time frame
without losing pace or rhythm.
Manual normalizing of speech
recordings, motivating and
directing of voice talent during
those recordings.

Edge Animate
Animating banners and
logos, implementation into
HTML

Power Point
Setup of presentations
to give the ability to
make last-minute
content changes

Excel
I do my book keeping with
it. Currently not in use in
any other way.

Maximilian Fabigan
Curriculum Vitae
Important
Complimentary

1984
PostScript 1
developed by
Adobe.

1988
Adrian Frutiger
releases the
Avenir.

I hold my big sister’s
1991 Gameboy in my hands
for the first time ever
and cannot think about
anything else anymore. My
father is not a fan of the low in
contrast black and green display
and gets me a Sega Game Gear.
1989
I want to learn how to read,
The wall crumbles.
since the game manuals are
I’m unaware of it and nothing but “Lead Desserts”.
prefer drooling on
the joysticks of my
1991
brother’s Atari.
Jonathan Hoefler
modernizes the
neoclassical Didot.

1980s

1983
Susan Kare develops
the
, it
serves as a system font
for the Apple Macintosh systems.
1982
Robin Nicholas and Patricia
Saunders release the
Arial so Microsoft can
circumvent royalties for the
Helvetica. It’s the beginning of a never ending feud.

2013

2002
1997

1995
My parents buy a
house in Nova Scotia.
I’m not stoked about
spending the following summer
holidays there, but
learn to speak English fluently.

I play Super Mario 64 at a
friend’s place and once
again I am hooked. My
father gives in and buys me
my Nintendo 64 despite the
complete lack of a holiday
nearby; I find it hard to
maintain social contact with
people who don’t know how
to properly hold the joypad.

My father gives me a
dumbbell set for my
birthday. I’m initially
disappointed, since
none of the discs are
compatible to any of my
gaming consoles.

I suddenly notice that
my biceps has grown.
I ask my father for a
second dumbbell set
and more discs.

1990s

I am born in Vienna during a snow
storm. According to legend my
father holds me up towards the
skies with the words “This is a
Maximilian”. He ends the
century-long tyranny of the first
name “Hans”. Thanks, dad!

1992
Neville Brody
releases the
Blur.

1994
Hoefler &
Frere-Jones
release the
Knockout.

1994
My parents move to Lassee,
Lower Austria with me. In
elementary school I get to
know Robert Lauer. From
backwards eaten Cereal to
newsflash parodies – it’s all
recorded on VHS.

James Cameron’s
“Aliens” hits theaters.

Chernobyl
1986 turns out to
be a bad idea.

I finish my education in
Toronto, move back to Vienna
and go to auditions, represented by Actors & Company.
I also enlist in theatre, film
and media studies at the
University of Vienna.

Andreas Pawlik replaces one of
our media design teachers. He
speaks about typography, form
and content and offers an
internship at his bureau. I get
home and start to redesign my
portfolio.

Academic studies are not my
forte. I go back to the roots
and shoot a hilarious guerilla
video, with Robert, we
instantly win the Black Jack
2010
Cola commercial competition
with it. We are drowning in
Coke and money.

2000s

I take over the lead
role in my school’s
musical “Karambolo”.
Suddenly all the girls
want to make out with
me. Unfortunately
none of them know
how to power slide in
Mario Kart.

2001
The aptitude tests say I
should get into the hotel
industry. I’m heavily
against that and attend
school at Vienna’s first
school to offer laptop
supported classes. I feel
so 21st century when i
hand in my homework on
floppy disk.

I switch to freelancing and continue my work
together with the
team of dform
project oriented.

2010s

2008
Hoefler &
Frere-Jones
release the
Vitesse.

I get my A Levels
at the BORG
Polgarstraße
with top marks.

2000

2014
Andreas Pawlik employs me
at dform. I get professional
insight into successful
creative projects – from first
research to final presentation. I get to know the team of
Biowissen.org.

2005
I move to Toronto and attend
Toronto Film School. I learn a
lot about acting, camera and
filming techniques. I turn the
friends at my dorm into a
Mario Kart 64 elite force.

2011
2012
Coke and money are gone.
Robert and I work for Christian Kulhavy, setting up
exposition stands at pharmaceutical congresses all
around Austria. I learn what
it feels like to speed down
highways at 140 km/h with a
fully loaded Renault Traffic,
including trailer. I lose the
ability to enjoy radio music.

I can hardly move because
of all the highway rushes. I
switch to a completely
different work field and
start as a delicatessen
counter at Billa AG. That is
challenging for a few
months, but can’t be the
end. I focus on setting up
my portfolio to get through
the entrance examinations
at dieGraphische.

2012
I get into the two-year multimedia course at dieGraphische.
The Adobe Creative Suite is a
gift of god. We almost exclusively have competent teachers
who help me evolve every single
day. I get my diploma In October 2014 with top marks.

What does Playstation
mean for you?
Competition Chart
During the holiday season of 2014 Sony announced a competition to win one of twenty 20th Anniversary Editions of
the Playstation 4. The means of design were free to choose,
I went for a textless infographics concept that dissects the
iconic Playstation logo into its four color elements and reassembles them into something new.
Apart from the horse and the soccer ball all icons are either
completely drawn and vectorized from scratch or strongly adapted from existing ones. Unfortunately I didn’t win,
nevertheless I am proud of this work. Words couldn’t describe all the emotional attachment I have for video games
any more accurately than this chart.

Interface Design
My first involvement in a true commercial project was the redesign
of the icon system for the Taurob hazard mission robot. Under the
guidance of Andreas Pawlik I also helped to redo parts of the entire
interface such as simplifications of compass and artificial horizon and
a better legibility of atmospheric values. I also took care of an internal
production phase video to document the work done and boost morale
of the team.

Interface design in cooperation with Andreas Pawlik,
dform | TAUROB TRACKER | Icon System

Meet the Ittens, Bio-Bee
& THE Paradigm of 7
Animated Videos
“Meet the Ittens” is a ficticious collection of wall clocks i designed
during my time at dieGraphische. Inspired by Johannes von Itten’s
color wheel i created five individual design ideas. I designed to animate my collection, since the movement and transformation of
both the hands and clock face are key in two of the concepts.
“The Paradigm of 7” is a pixel based animation, both concepted
and created during my final exam week. The time was limited to a
total of 24 work hours separated into three days in which everything had to be personally be done. (Conception of idea, editing of
text, voice recording and normalizing, recording of video material,
setup of necessary animation files, final animation.)
Currently there’s a flip-book about to be released for Biowissen.
org. It was an interesting challenge to adapt the After Effects workflow so it could be adapted to a print document via InDesign in
order to print out and bind the finished flip-book.

BIO-WISSEN
Sketchbook

Kohlenhydrate

{

Graphics Series

Fructose

Vitamine

Since May of 2014 I‘m in a regular working relationship with the team of
Biowissen.org. Together we are setting up graphical concepts for educational purposes about all topics surrounding the theme of a diet according
to european organic biological standards.
From insights to historic development up to detailed analyses into food
groups or control mechanisms we take care of a visually interesting and informative way of presenting our content. Over fifty complex graphics were
already created that way.
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Betriebsgröße ist
kein Kriterium

Erhalt eines hohen
Leguminosenanteils

Transparente
Integrität

Umfassende
Innovationskultur

Tomorrow Is…
Exposition Design

22
LESS! I Love Brot

At this MAK exposition during the fall of 2014 I was involved in designing billboards, the creation of wireframes during the pre-production phase as well as
content selection for the interactive video walls and video guides. It was a true
multimedia exposition about the tenth year anniversary of Departure Vienna,
one of the main economic supporters of the creative industry in and around
Vienna. The combination of several interactive media channels in a huge
museum that is usually a place without visitor interaction, led to me being
on location for the five week duration of the exposition, to guide visitors
through the interactive content, which gave the exposition its final media
channel, the human interaction. I also shot a promovideo as a reference to
the amazing work done by the team around dform.

17
How to live in Vienna		
->Angelika Fitz und Michael Rieper
„How to Live in Vienna“ gibt einen Einblick in die Entwicklung des Wiener Wohnbaus vom Ende des 19. Jahrhunderts bis in die Gegenwart.

Studio Dankl
In multidisziplinären Teams entwickelt Kathrina Dankl neue
Designstrategien, um auf aktuelle soziale und ökologische
Herausforderungen zu reagieren.

18
das biber
->biber magazine
Als einziges österreichisches Magazin berichtet das biber direkt
aus der multiethnischen Community heraus – und zeigt damit
jene spannenden und scharfen Facetten Wiens, die bisher in keiner deutschsprachigen Zeitschrift zu sehen waren.

27
Mobile Gastfreundschaft
->chmara.rosinke

The project mobile hospitality (Mobile Gastfreundschaft)
pays attention to an important aspect of our design work –
the responsibility and the self-initiative in public space.

Exposition design under lead art director of Andreas Pawlik

13
GoodGoods - IHTB

Braunhubergasse Werkstatt

->dottings & partners
kein text//no text

24
Modelling Vienna - Real
Fiction in Social Housing
->Expanded Design		
Das Projekt basiert auf ökonomischen Überlegungen zur
Knappheit innerhalb des existierenden Wohnbaumodells.

Futurelab - the World
in 50 Years
Statistics Design
The exposition “Futurelab - the World in 50 Years” took use of the same infra red touch screen
technology of the preceding “Tomorrow Is..” exposition. Since the content was completely
different, i focused on envisioning future styles
of infographics perception that simultaneously comply with timeless principles of visual
intake of information and also challenge
the recipient to think ahead into an even
louder, faster and technology driven
world than we currently live in.

Lipo-Milch

PelCare®

During my work at dform I was regularly involved in redesigns and new
projects of Pelpharma. Often based on pre-existing Illustrator files, the
main work consisted of color scheme adaptations and typographical
alterations. This detail focused work honed my skills of applying strict
measures and parameters to a project, as they are legally paramount
in the pharmaceutical business for example. I was also introduced to
the concept of Pantone colors – and how important it is to double and
triple check the color values via Acrobat before the final printing order.

mit 5 % Urea
für den Körper

Package Design

PelCare

®

Lipo-Milch
mit 5 % Urea
für den Körper
Zur Pflege sehr trockener, lipidund feuchtigkeitsarmer Haut
Ohne Parfum
Ohne Konservierungsstoffe
(Ohne PEGs, Alkohol, Silikone)
Für Neurodermitiker
hervorragend geeignet
Klinisch getestet
Enthält keine Inhaltsstoffe
tierischen Ursprungs

PelCare

®

Eigenschaften:
PelCare®Lipo-Milch ist
eine Wasser-in-Öl (w/o)
Emulsion, speziell entwickelt für die sensible,
sehr trockene Haut. Sie
enthält nur wenige und
gut verträgliche Inhaltsstoffe zur Hydration der
sehr trockenen Haut und
zur Linderung von
Spannungsgefühlen.

Lipo-Milch
mit 5 % Urea
für den Körper
Zur Pflege sehr trockener, lipidund feuchtigkeitsarmer Haut

Hydrophobe (wasserabweisende), schützende
Milch-Emulsion für sehr
trockene, lipid- und
feuchtigkeitsarme Haut.

Ohne Parfum
Ohne Konservierungsstoffe
(Ohne PEGs, Alkohol, Silikone)

Enthält kompatible Lipide
(Hydrophobes Moisturising). Enthält 5 % Urea, 5 %
Lactat und 3 % Glycerin
(Hydrophiles Moisturising).

Für Neurodermitiker
hervorragend geeignet

pH-Wert: 4,0–5,0

Klinisch getestet

Vertrieb in Österreich:
Pelpharma Handels GmbH
A-3001 Tulbingerkogel

Enthält keine Inhaltsstoffe
tierischen Ursprungs

Verwendbar bis:
CH.-B.:

Bakteria without Poxclin®
Bakteria blockade
with Poxclin®

Ingredients: Aqua, Caprylic/Capric Triglyceride,
Cetearyl Ethylhexanoate,
Urea, Polyglyceryl-2-Dipolyhydroxystearate, Sodium
Lactate, Glycerin, Dicaprylyl Ether, Polyglyceryl-3-Diisostearate, Lactic
Acid, Magnesium Sulfate,
Ethylhexylglycerin
In Apotheken und bei
ausgesuchten Hautärzten
erhältlich
Inhalt:

200ml
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The field of statistics design is definitely one of my strong suits, also beyond exposition design. The ever growing trend towards online-first annual
reports has specific workflow requirements for responsive web design
such as the compliance of specific widths to ensure a flawless reflow to a
number of screen sizes. There’s also the requirement to comply with the
existing design schemes of clients, but to simultaneously maintain a high
level of last minute editing freedom via Illustrator in order to correct values
and to optimize the work flow for future annual reports. Since these are
real examples from an upcoming report, I decided to change both values
and color schemes to protect the property of the client.
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Wine Bottle Promotion
For the holiday season 2015, the pharmacy Alte Feldapotheke asked
for a fitting design for their wine bottle promotion. The style was only
vaguely defined as »dual colored« and »historic«. I went for the direction of end of 19th and beginning of 20th century.
Personally I slightly prefer the neoclassical concept the client chose
the Fin de Siècle design on the left. Above all I was happy to be able
to help the pharmacy in this rather urgent matter, since it wasn’t the
first time members of my family helped them. Decades ago, my grandmother and great grandfather took care of the setup and design of the
show windows of this business.
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Dezente Noten von Pfirsich,
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Basketball, Muesli
AND COKE

Commercials and Satire Videos

In the seasons of 2013 and 2014 I took care of some of the video
impressions of the home matches of the Traiskirchen Lions
basketball team. Since it was a rather unlucky period, it was all
the more challenging to edit uplifting summaries as a service to
the loyal fans. I also took care of coverage of the Snickers Playoffs
press conference.
Much longer ago, I shot a personal classic, “Three Things Man must
Do” which was edited years before my acceptance at dieGraphische. From a technical standpoint the video has not aged well,
but the idea in combination with Robert’s fast paced acting led to
us winning the Black Jack Cola commercial competition, with our
commercial being aired for over a month on Austria’s GoTV.
Back in school we once again revived our slapstick skills and shot
“Kaspersky Muesli”, a fictitious commercial for the virus software
of the same name.

Werbegestaltung
Walter Winkler
Business Print Material
As a token of gratitude for continuous help in the field of house
renovations and repairs, I decided to set my brother-in-law up with
new business print material. His wish was to include a logo mascot
based on a fox sketch carved into leather. My focus was to find a
pleasing font combination that would imply both a friendly working
atmosphere as well as solid work and products to future clients.
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